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Discover your new favourite fantasy series . . . _______________ The city of Darien lies at the
heart of a dying empire. Twelve families spoil for a throne soon to be made vacant - by murder
or civil war. Into this fevered, hungry city come six strangers: An orphan and an old swordsman.
A hunter and a pitiless killer. A young thief and a cynical chancer. As the sun sinks the city
will know no slumber. For long dormant passions have awoken. Fortunes will be won and lost.
Lives will be staked and claimed. And a story long waiting to be told will catch fire in the
telling . . . _______________ What readers think . . . 'One of the best fantasy novels I've
read' ***** 'I'm a huge fan of Iggulden, but this takes it to another level' ***** 'A must-read
and a very welcome addition to the genre' ***** 'Enough machinations, conspiracies and
controversies to rival Game of Thrones' ***** 'If you love David Gemmel, you will love this'
***** _______________ Darien is the first book in the Empire of Salt, THE epic fantasy series of
spellbinding imagination . . .
The fifth and final instalment of Conn Iggulden's bestselling 'Emperor' series. Julius Caesar
has been assassinated. A nation is in mourning. Revenge will be bloody. Rome's great hero Julius
Caesar has been brutally murdered by his most trusted allies. While these self-appointed
Liberatores seek refuge in the senate, they have underestimated one man: Caesar's adopted son
Octavian, a man whose name will echo through history as Augustus Caesar.
The saga of ancient Rome and of Julius Caesar comes to a conclusion as the would-be emperor
leads his legions across the Rubicon River to confront his last rival for supreme power, a
victory that will split Rome in a destructive civil war, test the bonds of long-time friendship,
bring him the love of the Egyptian queen Cleopatra, and lead to the betrayal of his closest
ally. Reprint.
The action-packed second novel in the No. 1 bestselling Conqueror series, bringing to the epic
story of Genghis Khan brilliantly to life
Rise of the Tudors
The Death of Kings
The Double Dangerous Book for Boys
Tollins: Explosive Tales for Children
Fig Tree

This is the brilliant short story that featured in the back of the special edition ebook of CONN IGGULDEN’S bestselling novel
EMPEROR: BLOOD OF GODS.
Conn Iggulden, co-author of the phenomenally successful The Dangerous Book for Boys, and David Iggulden now bring us The
Dangerous Book of Heroes—featuring great stories of courage and adventure to thrill and inspire any reader. From George Washington to
Sitting Bull to Martin Luther King to the passengers on Flight 93, here are amazing stories of heroism that parents can share with their
children, or enjoy all by themselves.
The eagerly awaited 4th novel in the bestselling Conqueror series, continuing the life and adventures of the mighty Khan dynasty.
The young Julius Caesar is serving on board a war galley, gaining a fearsome reputation. Then his ship is captured, and he is ransomed and
then abandoned on the north African coast. After gathering a force of men powerful enough not only to gain vengence on his captors but
also to suppress an uprising in Greece, he returns to Rome a hero.
Empire of Silver
The Blood of Gods
The Gates of Rome
The Dangerous Book for Boys
Blackwater
Conn Iggulden’s bestselling Emperor series, now in one complete eBook for the first time.
Witness the rise of the Tudors in the stunning conclusion to Conn Iggulden's powerful retelling of the Wars of the Roses . . . 'An
utterly compelling page-turner full of historical facts. A fascinating read' Sun England, 1470. A divided kingdom cannot stand. King
Edward of York has been driven out of England. Queen Elizabeth and her children tremble in sanctuary at Westminster Abbey.
The House of Lancaster has won the crown, but York will not go quietly. Desperate to reclaim his throne, Edward lands at
Ravenspur with a half-drowned army and his brother Richard at his side. Every hand is against them, every city gate is shut, yet
the brothers York go on the attack. But neither sees that their true enemy is Henry Tudor, now grown into a man. As the Red
Dragon - 'the man of destiny' - his claim to the throne leads to Bosworth Field and a battle that will call an end to the Wars of the
Roses . . . 'A tough, pacy chronicle of bloody encounters, betrayals and cruelties. Superb' Daily Mail 'Iggulden is in a class of his
own when it comes to epic, historical fiction' Daily Mirror 'Superb, fantastic, extraordinary' Sunday Express
This novel interweaves history and adventure to recreate the life of Julius Caesar. In the city of Rome, a titanic power struggle is
about to shake the Republic to its core. Citizen will fight citizen in a bloody conflict and Julius Caesar will be in the thick of the
action.
Evoking two of the most famous battles of the Ancient World—the Battle of Marathon and the Last Stand at Thermopylae—The
Gates of Athens is a bravura piece of storytelling by a well acclaimed master of the historical adventure novel. In the new epic
historical novel by New York Times bestselling author Conn Iggulden, in ancient Greece an army of slaves gathers on the plains of
Marathon . . . Under Darius the Great, King of Kings, the mighty Persian army—swollen by 10,000 warriors known as The
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Immortals—have come to subjugate the Greeks. In their path, vastly outnumbered, stands an army of freeborn Athenians. Among
them is a clever, fearsome, and cunning soldier-statesman, Xanthippus. Against all odds, the Athenians emerge victorious. Yet
people soon forget that freedom is bought with blood. Ten years later, Xanthippus watches helplessly as Athens succumbs to the
bitter politics of factionalism. Traitors and exiles abound. Trust is at a low ebb when the Persians cross the Hellespont in ever
greater numbers in their second attempt to raze Athens to the ground. Facing overwhelming forces by land and sea, the Athenians
call on their Spartan allies for assistance—to delay the Persians at the treacherous pass of Thermopylae . . .
Wars of the Roses
Conqueror (Conqueror, Book 5)
Empire of Salt Book III
Ravenspur
The Abbot's Tale
The ultimate Rome story
Based on one of historyʼs most epic stories of adventure, The Falcon of Sparta masterfully depicts the ferocity, heroism, and
savage bloodshed of the ancient world. Conn Iggulden, the New York Times bestselling author of the Emperor, Conqueror, and
Wars of the Roses series, returns to the ancient world with a ferociously violent epic. 401 BC. In the ancient world, one army was
feared above all others. The Persian king Artaxerxes rules an empire stretching from the Aegean to northern India. As many as
fifty million people are his subjects. His rule is absolute. Though the sons of Sparta are eager to play the game of thrones . . . Yet
battles can be won̶or lost̶with a single blow. Princes fall. And when the dust of civil war settles, the Spartans are left stranded
in the heart of an enemyʼs empire, without support, without food, and without water. Far from home, surrounded by foes, it falls to
the young soldier Xenophon to lead the survivors against Artaxerxesʼs legendary Persian warriors.
The first book in a fiction series about the life of Genghis Khan.
On a small estate just outside Rome in the first century BC, two boys become blood brothers, little imagining the extraordinary
future that lies before them. As friends and rivals, Gaius and Marcus are destined to find lasting fame in one of the greatest
empires the world has known.
Protector
The Gates of Athens
Diary of a Wimpy Kid Box of Books (1-12)
The Emperor Series Books 1-4
Twelve Families. One Throne. Empire of Salt

Determined to exact justice for an assassinated Caesar when his murderers are cleared of any wrongdoing by the
senate, loyal supporter Mark Antony and Caesar's heir, Octavian, struggle to put aside their differences to work together.
By the best-selling author of The Dangerous Book for Boys. Reprint.
In the year 937, the new king of England, a grandson of Alfred the Great, readies himself to go to war in the north. His
dream of a united kingdom of all England will stand or fall on one field—on the passage of a single day. At his side is the
priest Dunstan of Glastonbury, full of ambition and wit (perhaps enough to damn his soul). His talents will take him from
the villages of Wessex to the royal court, to the hills of Rome—from exile to exaltation. Through Dunstan’s vision, by his
guiding hand, England will either come together as one great country or fall back into anarchy and misrule . . . From one
of our finest historical writers, The Abbott’s Tale is an intimate portrait of a priest and performer, a visionary, a traitor and
confessor to kings—the man who can change the fate of England.
The brilliant retelling of the Wars of the Roses continues with Trinity, the second gripping novel in the new series from
historical fiction master, Conn Iggulden. 1454: King Henry VI has remained all but exiled in Windsor Castle, struck down
by his illness for over a year, his eyes vacant, his mind a blank. His fiercely loyal wife and Queen, Margaret of Anjou,
safeguards her husband's interests, hoping that her son Edward will one day know the love of his father. Richard Duke of
York, Protector of the Realm, extends his influence throughout the kingdom with each month that Henry slumbers. The
Earls of Salisbury and Warwick make up a formidable trinity with Richard, and together they seek to break the support of
those who would raise their colours in the name of Henry and his Queen. But when the King unexpectedly recovers his
senses and returns to London to reclaim his throne, the balance of power is once again thrown into turmoil. The clash of
the Houses of Lancaster and York will surely mean a war to tear England apart . . . Following on from Stormbird, Trinity is
the second epic instalment in master storyteller Conn Iggulden's new Wars of the Roses series. Fans of Game of
Thrones and The Tudors will be gripped from the word go. Praise for Stormbird: 'Pacey and juicy, and packed with action'
Sunday Times 'Energetic, competent stuff; Iggulden knows his material and his audience' Independent 'A novel that
seamlessly combines narrative, historical credence and great knowledge of the period' Daily Express 'A page-turning
thriller' Mail on Sunday 'Superbly plotted and paced' The Times
Rarely, if ever, does a new writer dazzle us with such a vivid imagination and storytelling, flawlessly capturing the
essence of a land, a people, a legend. Conn Iggulden is just such a writer, bringing to vivid life one of the most
fascinating eras in human history. In a true masterpiece of historical fiction, Iggulden takes us on a breathtaking journey
through ancient Rome, sweeping us into a realm of tyrants and slaves, of dark intrigues and seething passions. What
emerges is both a grand romantic tale of coming-of-age in the Roman Empire and a vibrant portrait of the early years of a
man who would become the most powerful ruler on earth: Julius Caesar. On the lush Italian peninsula, a new empire is
taking shape. At its heart is the city of Rome, a place of glory and decadence, beauty and bloodshed. Against this vivid
backdrop, two boys are growing to manhood, dreaming of battles, fame, and glory in service of the mightiest empire the
world has ever known. One is the son of a senator, a boy of privilege and ambition to whom much has been given and
from whom much is expected. The other is a bastard child, a boy of strength and cunning, whose love for his adoptive
family–and his adoptive brother–will be the most powerful force in his life. As young Gaius and Marcus are trained in the
art of combat–under the tutelage of one of Rome’s most fearsome gladiators–Rome itself is being rocked by the art of
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treachery and ambition, caught in a tug-of-war as two rival generals, Marius and Sulla, push the empire toward civil war.
For Marcus, a bloody campaign in Greece will become a young soldier’s proving ground. For Gaius, the equally deadly
infighting of the Roman Senate will be the battlefield where he hones his courage and skill. And for both, the love of an
extraordinary slave girl will be an honor each will covet but only one will win. The two friends are forced to walk different
paths, and by the time they meet again everything will have changed. Both will have known love, loss, and violence. And
the land where they were once innocent will be thrust into the grip of bitter conflict–a conflict that will set Roman against
Roman...and put their friendship to the ultimate test. Brilliantly interweaving history and adventure, Conn Iggulden
conjures a stunning array of contrasts–from the bloody stench of a battlefield to the opulence of the greatest city in
history, from the tenderness of a lover to the treachery of an assassin. Superbly rendered, grippingly told, Emperor, The
Gates of Rome is a work of vaulting imagination from a powerful new voice in historical fiction. From the Hardcover
edition.
Darien
The Complete Vespasian Boxset
Conqueror: The Complete 5-Book Collection
Bones of the Hills
The Epic New Adventure Through the Battlefields of Ancient Greece
In 1437, after years of regency, the pious and gentle Henry VI, the Lamb, comes of age and
accedes to the English throne. His poor health and frailty of mind render him a weakling king Henry depends on his closest men, Spymaster Derry Brewer and William de la Pole, Duke of
Suffolk, to run his kingdom. Yet there are those, such as the Plantagenet Richard, Duke of York,
who believe England must be led by a strong king if she is to survive. With England's
territories in France under threat, and rumours of revolt at home, fears grow that Henry and his
advisers will see the country slide into ruin. With a secret deal struck for Henry to marry a
young French noblewoman, Margaret of Anjou, those fears become all too real. As storm clouds
gather over England, King Henry and his supporters find themselves besieged abroad and at home.
Who, or what can save the kingdom before it is too late?
Spark your imagination, forge your own adventures and unearth long-lost skills.
HOW FAR WILL OTTO GO TO PROTECT HIS FRIENDS? Otto Malpense and his friends thought their first
year at the Higher Institute of Villainous Education was the most adventurous and exciting that
they would ever encounter. They were dead wrong. When Otto and Wing are allowed off campus to
attend Wing's father's funeral, they have no idea it's a trap, all part of a lethal plan
organized by Cypher, the most ruthless supervillain any of them have ever known. He intends to
use them to retrieve the Overlord Protocol, a device that has the capacity to help him take over
the world. But when things go terribly wrong, Otto will stop at nothing to hunt him down and
make him pay. With the help of Laura, Shelby, Raven, and his former nemesis, Dr. Nero, Otto must
find a way to defeat an enemy that has overcome some of the planet's most infamous villains
without even breaking a sweat. Because if he doesn't, the world as they know it will be changed
forever.
THE EPIC CONCLUSION TO THE BESTSELLING EMPIRE OF SALT SERIES FROM MASTER STORYTELLER CONN
IGGULDEN 'A master storyteller' Sunday Express ________ The news from the north is grim. An army
is massing under the new king of Feal. They head towards Darien - city of the Twelve families demanding allegiance, or war. Tellius, Speaker to the Council, knows this divided city will
never stand against such a terrible foe. But Tellius has a plan. He will assemble a band of
heroes. Men and women who once before aided Darien in her time of need. They will come if he
calls. The army approaches. The trumpets of war sound. A great city holds its breath. And a
desperate plan unfolds . . . Discover the first two instalments in the thrilling Empire of Salt
series Darien and Shiang, perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell and Game of Thrones. ________
'Iggulden is in a class of his own' Daily Mirror 'One of our finest historical novelists' Daily
Express
The bestselling author of the Emperor and Conqueror series' returns to the Ancient World
Shiang
A Novel of Rome
The Falcon of Sparta
Emperor

'Iggulden is in a class of his own when it comes to epic historical fiction' Daily Mirror Conn Iggulden's Wars of the Roses
Ebook Bundle contain the following: Trinity Stormbird Bloodline Ravenspur
Conn Iggulden’s No.1 bestselling series, which tells the epic story of Genghis Khan, his warrior sons, and their fight to rule
an empire, now in one complete eBook for the first time.
These are the first three stories of the Tollins. Yes, they do have wings, but no, they aren't fairies. Tollins are a lot less fragile
than fairies. In fact, the word fragile can't really be used to describe them at all. They are about as fragile as a house brick. In
"How to Blow Up Tollins" a fireworks factory comes to the village of Chorleywood and the Tollins find themselves being
used as industrial supplies. Being blasted into the night sky or spun round on a Catherine wheel is nowhere near a much fun
as it sounds. It's up to one young Tollin to save his people from becoming an ingredient. In "Sparkler and the Purple Death"
our hero looks execution in the face. Luckily, the executioner's mask in backwards. Finally, in "Windbags and Dark Tollins"
Tollin society faces a threat from the Dorset countryside, which, again, is much more frightening and nail-bitingly dramatic
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than it actually sounds.
Following the defeat of the Spartacus rebellion, Julius Caesar and Marcus Brutus, who have been sent to run the Roman
colonies in Spain, return to challenge powerful senators to become one of the Consuls of Rome. Political opposition, family
quarrels, armed rebellions and corruption make this a highly contemporary scene.
The Emperor Series Books 1-5
Wolf of the Plains
The Sword Saint
The Gods of War
Wars of the Roses: Trinity
The third novel in the No. 1 bestselling Conqueror series, following the life and adventures of the mighty Genghis Khan and his
descendants.
No.1 bestselling author Conn Iggulden takes on the story of the mighty Kublai Khan. An epic tale of a great and heroic mind; his
action-packed rule; and how in conquering one-fifth of the world’s inhabited land, he changed the course of history forever.
Conn Iggulden, the bestselling author of the Emperor, Conqueror and The Wars of the Roses series' returns to the Ancient
World with a ferociously bloody epic . . . In the Ancient World, one army was feared above all others. 401 BC. The Persian king
Artaxerxes rules an empire stretching from the Aegean to northern India. As many as fifty million people are his subjects. His
rule is absolute. Though the sons of Sparta are eager to play the game of thrones . . . Yet battles can be won - or lost - with a
single blow. Princes fall. And when the dust of civil war settles, the Spartans are left stranded in the heart of an enemy's
empire, without support, without food and without water. Far from home, surrounded by foes, it falls to the young soldier
Xenophon to lead the survivors against Artaxerxes' legendary Persian warriors. Based on one of history's most epic stories of
adventure The Falcon of Sparta masterfully depicts the ferocity, heroism, and savage bloodshed that was the Ancient World.
'His finest novel to date, brings alive the extraordinary world of ancient Persia' Sunday Express
Themistocles stands as an archon of Athens- the might of the city is his to command. Yet he is no nobleman, distrusted by
many for his modest birthright. But those who stand against him cannot argue with two things- his victories as a warrior and
the vast Persian force heading their way. And so Themistocles must fight. To survive the game of politics, to make his name,
he must prove himself again and again in battle. His enemies are legion, his allies do not trust him and the Persians would
corrupt him - but history belongs to the courageous . . .
The Dangerous Book of Heroes
The Field of Swords
The Overlord Protocol
Lords of the Bow
Emperor: The Blood of Gods (Special Edition) (Emperor Series, Book 5)
A dark, chilling psychological thriller from the number one bestselling author of the Emperor series. Blackwater was
published as part of the Quick Reads initiative on World Book Day 2006.
In Shiang, the young king rules without dissent. Mazer swordsmen stand watch on every corner, looking for the first sign
of rebellion. This city is a place of quiet and slow dignity, like a man eating rice with a razor pressed against his throat.
Yet with one sharp movement, order is overturned. The balance of centuries is undone in the sudden spill of blood - and in
the darkness, something terrible returns to Shiang. Far to the west, four Shiang masters approach the city walls of
Darien. The sword saint and his companions have crossed a continent to bring an old man home for punishment. They will
not be denied, even if the whole city stands in their way.
THE VESPASIAN SERIES: The complete nine-book collection. One man. One destiny. In AD 26, a sixteen-year-old Vespasian
leaves his family farm for Rome, his sights set on following his brother into the army. But once through the city gates, the
art of war is not the only lesson he must learn. For his new world is one in which allegiance and betrayal are a natural
currency, and careless words can be as dangerous as an enemy's arrow. In this series of nine novels, master of historical
fiction, Robert Fabbri, narrates the epic rise of Vespasian: the soldier who survived battles, betrayals and the internecine
politics of seven emperors before seizing for himself Rome's ultimate prize in AD 69. Fabbri skilfully weaves together
history and adventure across continents and civilisations as Vespasian grows from a soldier to a leader to an emperor.
THE VESPASIAN SERIES Book One: Tribune of Rome Book Two: Rome's Executioner Book Three: False God of Rome Book
Four: Rome's Fallen Eagle Book Five: Masters of Rome Book Six: Rome's Lost Son Book Seven: Furies of Rome Book Eight:
Rome's Sacred Flame Book Nine: Emperor of Rome
The epic new novel in Conn Iggulden’s bestselling EMPEROR series: this special edition eBook features an exclusive short
story by the author.
Stormbird
The Field of Swords (Emperor Series, Book 3)

Illustrated in color, and black and white, this book is designed to provide information to men of all ages. The chapters include: The Seven
Ancient Wonders of the World, Conkers, Laws of Football, Dinosaurs, Fishing, Juggling, Timers and Tripwires, Kings and Queens, Famous
Battles, Spies, Making Crystals, Insects and Spiders, Artillery, and Girls.
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